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About This Game

Cossacks: The Art of War – continues the history of the great battles of XVII–XVIII centuries, and introduces five new
campaigns, two nations, some new units and much more.
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Absolutely fantastic game, I do hope to see dedicated servers soon though.. Refunding. It doesn't tell you when you made a
mistake and you can't clear a box you accidentally marked. The puzzle will not end until it is all correct, so you have to keep
checking. Also, it has pay to play content. I know it was only 59 cents, but it is just too awful to even play.. These locomotives
can really pull! I created a consist of 59 freight cars! However, the start of the horn is a little funny. And when the train is about
to pass you, the horn doesn't sound as loud.. Command and Conquer, but with added Star Wars. Probably the best 4X game out
there, blows Sins of a Solar Empire out of the water. There's tons of customization and different equipment to use, and it uses
newtonian physics in ship combat; ships have no max speed, they have max acceleration power. Combat is fast paced and brutal.

Great mod support, and a good sound track as well.

The only problems I have with SR is late-game micromanagement, and an enemy AI that becomes impossible to beat if you let
it keep pace with you, as the AI is better at managing huge empires than players.. An interesting concept of Rock-Paper-Scissor
Gameplay whit twist and bluffing! I definitly recommend to give it a try since it feels different to many other J-RPG or Game
Maker avaible on steam. interesting rpg made with rpg maker.
usually all these games have a similar looks, as they are based on a same platform, developing software;
but a story is different every time you see something developed with RPGmaker.

this time you'll be playing for a EXORCIST:
do you know how to find out if theres a demon in a kid or its just a lie?
do you know what to do after you already face a demon?
lots of different interiors, demons, latin language, whole town of characters and a cheap price.
. Classic Tower Defense game with Ok graphics. Nice use of pathing so you can create a maze using objects on the map. It has
nothing special about it but if you like Tower defense games this one will hit the spot. For the money you just can't go wrong.
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This is a game, that while I enjoy it conceptually, and the first two songs, I find that I can't recommend it to anyone except
experienced pianists (or keyboardists). With there only being the seven songs, four in story and three in arcade, the difficulty
after the first song is absolutely brutal to the point where as an amateur, although experienced with other music games, I find
that I can't complete more than the first two songs of the story, and the first in arcade. The second of the three arcade songs is
particularly ludicrous for anyone starting out (and I haven't even tried checking the third)

In regards to the difficulty of the 'haunting' of the songs being procedurally generated, I can't really say that I experienced it at
all, as the experience was all but identical for about 80% of the playthrough, with the alternate effects I was struck with making
it either easier by having the harder effects for that song coming early, or impossible by having certain ones happening in
difficulty stretches. However I would not say it was one way or another from my playing to that point.

With the effects themselves, there is one particular mechanic which makes the game unplayable in my opinion, where you
successfully play a note, however an echo of the note you have to play remains and then plummits off the board, causing you to
'miss' which both breaks your combos and pushes you towards a loss. Having this happen mutliple times in a row, particularly
when you're trying to rebuild concentration after a tough section can easily wipe you.. Very good game for a 2d game.. Perhaps
I'll start with the fact that I love the games of the genre of action.
The game welcomes you with interesting music and a pleasant level of pumping your ship.
There are also many skills and a variety of different weapons.
I liked the game, I recommend it!. I got this game through a bundle, and was excited about it. I like emergencies, airplane,
simulation, games and this had all 3. However, I was expecting more than this game provided. I finished the game in 3 hours. A
game priced at $15 should provide more play time, missions, freeplay for this, at least a little bit better graphics, better game
overall, and longer to beat. With 3 hours of game time, and it being $15 without discount or bundle, it would have been $5 an
hour, that is horrible. I do not recommend getting this game, unless it is at an extreme discount or in a bundle.. I loved the first
game ,finally got to play this one it's alot of fun love the political mini game part and mystery.. Mmmhhh... Of course not! I
cannot recommend in this state, even if EA.

1. where's the zoom? Units too small, as well as descriptions of units.
2. AI thinking... thinking... very much: over 180\/240 seconds!

I hope that the developers work well, because the game has potential.. This is by far my favorite volume of Friendsim.

Elwurd is a great character with some hilarious dialogue (there's a slam-poetry section, 10\/10), and all the paths with her have
good progression and depth instead of abruptly dead-ending if you don't choose the "good" option.

Kupram and Folykl aren't as much fun compared to Elwurd, so I'd recommend getting them out of the way first. They're a cute
duo with some funny bits, but their memes just aren't as fresh. I did get a hefty laugh from a hentai joke though, so you have
that to look forward to.

Definitely recommend this volume overall though, it's one of the best, mainly for Elwurd. Idk who's writing all these Alternian
waifus but they're killin' it.. I've tried this game both as co-op and single player and even though the game shines brightest when
playing co-op, it baffles my mind how so many dismiss the single player as unplayable. The closest comparison I could find is
that controlling both characters at the same time is like playing an instrument (piano, guitar, etc); you have to disconnect your
hands from each other to play them right. It's not something many people can pick up instantly, but after a bit of practice anyone
can get into the groove.

Co-op is, as I've said, the mode I enjoyed the most (and from what I can tell it's designed around). It's probably best to see the
single player as an added challenge extending the co-op part of the game. And with all these local co-op action games coming
out it's good to have a puzzle game to chill out with.

The devs have also been updating with bug fixes and gameplay tweaks which is great.

If you play on keyboard I would highly recommend you remap the keys to something you feel is comfortable. But since this is a
platformer you should play it with a controller, like all platformers should.. Terrible graphics, performance, enemies and price.
No way in hell is this game worth it
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